SIDE EVENT

The employability of migrants as a lever for integration. Initiatives and good practices in Africa- Morocco case

Thursday 26th August 2021, 10 AM – 11.30 AM Morocco time, Online

Goal 18 of the Global Compact highlights the importance of finding innovative solutions to promote skills development in sectors which are in-demand in order to improve the employability of migrants on the formal labor market. The implementation of initiatives aimed at the economic integration of migrants requires the prior identification of the factors which represent barriers for the employment or entrepreneurship, knowing that this objective will seek to a mitigation in order to promote the employability of migrants. Within this framework, the speakers will present initiatives tested in practice in order to improve the employability of the migrants and will analyze the success factors and challenges of this type of practice.

Side event objectives

This side-event aims to highlight the importance of multi-actor interventions, including public institutions, civil society and private sector, as well as migrant populations’ active participation, in order for project to have successful initiatives promoting their employability.

Facilitator(s)

Ms. Ana POLANCO, Technical Cooperation Expert and Amuddu project manager, Enabel, Morocco

Speakers

Ms. Leila OUCHANI, Head of the Qualification and Economic Integration Division, MDCMRE, Morocco

Mr. Aziz OUHABI, Head of the Partnership and Cooperation Department, Entraide Nationale, Morocco

Ms. Dalal HAMANE, Project Manager, AMAPPE, Morocco

Ms. Samira EL FAID, Head of the Division of Services to Job Sneakers, ANAPEC, Morocco

Mr. Alpha CAMARA, Community Agent in ANAPEC agency, Enabel, Morocco

Ms. Jihane OUHAJJOU, Production Unit Director, AFD.TECH, Morocco

Mr. Marvis AKKAFOU VANESSE ADOU, FTTH deployment manager, AFD.TECH, Morocco

This Special Session will be organized over Zoom

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_a9B3gXjzRbS3XqZYxkMOrA

Interpretation will be available in EN FR AR PT